
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

The right choice for every occasion: MEDISANA is expanding its product range 

with three new personal scales  

 

Neuss, 19.01.2018. For many people, getting on a scale is part of their daily morning routine. 

Keeping an eye on one's own body weight and controlling the success of weight loss efforts or 

a possible gain is a key component for the health-conscious lifestyle of many people. As the 

leading specialist in the home health care market, MEDISANA is focusing on this health 

concept accordingly and expanding its product range with three new personal scales: the PS 

405 design glass scale, the PS 425 personal scale and the PS 435 design glass scale. All new 

models feature four high-precision DMS sensors for accurate measurement results and a 

convenient step-on switching. Thanks to the six millimetre thick safety glass platform, the 

scales have a carrying capacity of up to 180 kilograms. The weight display can be flexibly 

switched between the common units kilogram, pound and stone. The practical functions are 

rounded off by an energy-saving automatic switch-off mechanism, the overload indicator and 

a battery change indicator.  

The PS 405 design glass scale is particularly impressive with its easy-to-read LCD display and 

a modern appearance: It has three attractive interchangeable photo designs - appropriate for 

the respective living space ambience and taste - and a particularly flat design. In addition to 

the easy-to-read LCD display, the PS 425 personal scale also offers a voice output which 

supports four languages: German, English, French and Spanish. The talking scale provides loud 

and clear information about the body weight, and is therefore of great help especially for the 

elderly, visually impaired or blind. The PS 435 design glass scale with its classic white design 

has an invisible LED display as a special design element - the display only appears during the 

weighing process. Its extra-flat design and large, easy-to-read LED indicators combine chic 

design with a practical functionality and make it a great eye-catcher in every bathroom. 

MEDISANA's three new personal scales are available in specialist shops and at 

www.medisana.de. The design glass scale PS 405 is priced at 29.95 Euro MSRP, the personal 

scale PS 425 is 39.95 Euro MSRP and the design glass scale PS 435 29.95 Euro is priced at MSRP. 
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